
The Stamp Act
COLONISTS REACT



Warm Up
What thoughts would go through 
your mind if you went home from 
school today and saw soldiers with 

guns standing in the streets?



The Stamp Act

Required a tax to be paid on legal documents and many 
paper products such as newspapers and playing cards

A “stamp” would be place on the product to show that the 
tax was paid



The Stamp on a Deck of Cards

The image shown to the left is a 
photograph of a deck of cards from the 
1760s that has the “stamp” placed there to 
prove that the person who might buy the 
cards paid the Stamp Tax.

Accessed here

https://www.colonialwilliamsburg.org/learn/deep-dives/stamp-act/


Stamp Act: Reasons for Colonists Anger

Colonists did not believe that they were really 
represented in Parliament

Parliament was taxing – taking their property 
(money) without their consent

Many things that colonists used (e.g., legal 
documents, newspapers, even playing cards) 
were now going to be taxed

Source: here

https://www.quora.com/Why-were-the-colonists-upset-about-the-Stamp-Act


Huzzah!

No taxation without 
representation!



The Fear of 
“Standing Armies”

British soldiers would now be stationed 
in the colonies

A “standing army” is one where soldiers 
are stationed in towns and streets, 
patrolling at a time when there is no war

Colonists believed that “standing armies” 
were there to force colonists to obey 
unfair laws, not to protect them 



Sons and 
Daughters of 
Liberty Formed

➔to keep an eye on what 
Parliament was doing

➔to fight taxation by the 
British government

➔to stand up for and defend 
the colonists’ rights as 
Englishmen



What’s 
Next?

What did the Sons and Daughters 
of Liberty do after learning about 

the Stamp Act?Image retrieved from the National Parks Service here

https://www.nps.gov/articles/000/anger-and-opposition-to-the-stamp-act.htm


Read & Analyze

You are going to read and analyze 
three sources that will help you 
understand how the colonists 

reacted to Parliament’s new laws



Source 1



Source 2
Questions to think about when reading:

1. How would you describe the 
actions taken by the colonists?

2. Were those actions justified?
3. What effects do you think the 

actions are likely to have… 
a. on other people living in the 

colonies who watched or 
learned about what the 
“mobs” did?

b. people back in England?



Source 3
Questions to think about when reading:

1. How would you describe the 
actions taken by the colonists?

2. Were those actions justified?
3. What effects do you think the 

actions are likely to have… 
a. on other people living in the 

colonies who watched or 
learned about what the 
“mobs” did?

b. people back in England?

At 8 o’clock in the evening of August 27, 1765, colonists entered Martin Howard’s home in 
Rhode Island. Mr. Howard had been given a job as a Stamp tax collector. Around 11 o’clock 
that same night colonists went back to Mr. Howard’s home. 

Look at the document below. What information does it provide?





Read the dates and 
events listed on the 
timeline and then 
respond to the prompt 
at the bottom of the 
page.



What effect(s) did the Stamp Act have 
on the colonists and their relationship 

with British authorities back in the 
mother country?



Pick an act of 
Parliament and draw 

a small poster that 
uses images and text 

to communicate a 
point of view.


